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Abstract 

This research discusses the aesthetic reception of the Quran in Instagram 
including various forms, appearance factors and commodification. This 
research is included in the qualitative study using Ahmad Rafiq’s reception 
theory. Using descriptive-analytical method, the study found variations of the 
Quran’s aesthetic reception in Instagram which are in the form of verse 
continuation and the Quran recitation. The background factors of the 
Quran’s aesthetic reception in Instagram include normative factors the 
Quran’s verses showing kindness to those who teach and practice it; historical 
factor i.e. the past reality related to the Quran’s aesthetic reception done by 
the Arab community; and social factors showing high passion of self-expression 
in preaching. Instagram as a social media has modified the Quran’s aesthetic 
reception with several available facilities and featuresthat enables its users to 
express themselves concerning the identity of religious piety and economic 
commodities through several contents related to the Quran. 
 
Penelitian ini membahas tentang resepsi estetis atas Al-Qur’an dalam media 
sosial Instagram yang meliputi ragam bentuk, faktor kemunculan serta 
komodifikasinya. Penelitian ini termasuk pada studi kualitatif serta 
menggunakan teori resepsi ala Ahmad Rafiq. Dengan menggunakan metode 
deskriptif-analitis, penelitian ini sampai pada temuan, yakni: variasi resepsi 
estetis atas Al-Qur’an dalam ruang media sosial Instagram yang eksis dalam 
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bentuk konten-konten berupa sambung ayat dan praktik tilawah Al-Qur’an. 
Faktor-faktor yang melatarbelakangi kemunculan resepsi estetis atas Al-
Qur’an dalam ruang Instagram meliputi faktor normatif, yaitu adanya 
sejumlah ayat Al-Qur’an yang menunjukan kebaikan bagi orang-orang yang 
mengajarkan dan mengamalkannya; faktor historis, yaitu adanya kenyataan 
terdahulu terkait resepsi estetis Al-Qur’an yang sudah dilakukan oleh 
masyarakat Arab; dan faktor sosial, yaitu tingginya gairah ekspresi diri dalam 
tujuan berdakwah. Media sosial Instagram telah memodifikasi resepsi estetis 
atas Al-Qur’an dengan sejumlah fasilitas dan fitur-fitur yang tersedia, 
sehingga memungkinkan bagi para pengguna Instagram untuk 
mengekspresikan diri yang menyangkut identitas kesalehan beragama dan 
komoditas ekonomi melalui sejumlah konten-konten yang berkaitan dengan 
Al-Qur’an. 
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Introduction 

 As the Islamic holy text, the Quran has a complicated history that 
led to a long and exciting discussion. However, Ahmad Rafiq states that 
when talking about the Quran, there is still minimum discussion on  the  
reception (in Syamsuddin (ed.) 2012, 66–67), moreover the one related  to 
social media, especially Instagram. In fact, social media space including 
Instagram, is a place that represents the community’s religious practices, 
especially the relationship between the Islamic community and the Quran 
(Mahmudah 2017, 197). Thus, it is even essential to conduct a study on the 
Quran related to social media, to see the interaction between the Islamic 
community and the Quran in this modern era. Instagram was chosen as a 
space to see the aesthetic reception of the Quran because it is a social media 
in which millennials love to express their religious aspects aesthetically. 

So far, previous studies tend to highlight four aspects;  first, a study 
that generally highlights several Islamic issues in social media (Irwandani 
2016; Nasrullah 2016; Wibowo 2019), there is also one focusing on the 
effectiveness of Islamic knowledge transformation in social media (Becker 
2009; Gräf 2007, 2009; Mariani 2013). Second, studies focusing on da'wah 
and social media themes (Aminuddin 2017; Avifah 2017; Dewi 2019; 
Ismail, Abidin, and Fatoni 2017; Romario and Aisyah 2019; Zahra, Sarbini, 
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and Shodiqin 2016). Besides, there is a general view of ulama (scholars) on 
recent technology (Larsson 2016) and social media’s role in democratizing 
religious knowledge (Anderson 2003; Bunt 2003; Piela 2013).  

Third, there are studies concerning the various aspects of the Quran 
reception in society (Fadlillah 2019; Hasan 2020; I. L. Jannah 2018; M. 
Jannah 2017; Khosim 2019; Nurfuadah 2017; Pahala 2018; Prasetya 2019; 
Rurin 2018). The last aspect is study of the Quran’s reception on social 
media (Fahrudin 2020; Mahmudah 2017; Masrurin 2019). The Quran’s 
reception was also discussed by several anthropological researchers 
(Rasmussen 2010; Graham 2001;  Rafiq 2014). This shows that Muslim life 
in social media is an exciting object for anthropologists in seeing piety in 
digital world. However, in fact, the amount of study focusing on social 
media as a reception room is still insufficient. Some of the researchers in 
this field focused on the Quran that circulates on social media only, yet it 
did not discuss the Quran visualization and reception factor. Based on these 
four trends, studies on the variety of visualizations and the appearance 
factors of the Quran reception in social media, specifically in Instagram, 
should be more comprehensively studied. 

The study is relevant to complemet the previous studies. To make it 
focused and systematic, the study will be outlined based on three 
formulations: (a) how does Instagram become a public reception room for 
the Quran? (b) what is the Quran’s aesthetic reception in Instagram? (c) why 
does the Quran’s aesthetic reception appear in Instagram? This paper 
assumes the Quran’s aesthetic reception on Instagram comes with diverse 
visualization surrounded by several specific factors or objectives or motives. 
Clark states that nowadays, we live like what Russel claimed as a remix 
culture. A technological system allows every society to adapt and evaluate 
existing cultures (Kammer 2012, 4). This will have implications for 
transforming the Quran’s reception practices on social media with cultural 
remix. 

This study includes in qualitative and library research studies. The 
method is descriptive-analytical which first describes the aesthetic reception 
forms of the Quran in Instagram, then critically analyzes the emergence 
factors, and the last, explains how Instagram's existence in transforming 
public reception over the Quran. The data in this study consists of primary 
and secondary data. This study’s primary data are several contents related to 
Islamic memes and practices uploaded on Instagram through individual 
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accounts. Simultaneously, the secondary data is a wide range of literature 
relevant to the primary data.  

Furthermore, the study used Ahmad Rafiq’s reception theory to see 
how the Quran is in Instagram. He divides the Quran’s reception into three 
i.e. exegesis, aesthetic, and available receptions (Rafiq 2014, 14–15). This 
discussion will focus on aesthetic reception, it is done in aesthetically 
releasing experiences (ilâhiyah) (Rafiq 2014, 14–15), such as tilâwah, 
mujawwad, and aesthetically nuanced in Instagram. The analysis will use 
media analysis theory to see the impact and purpose in that case. A number 
of these sets of methods are expected to present an ideal discussion in this 
study. 

 
Reception of the Quran and Social Media 

The reception is an expression of acceptance of something. It comes 
from the word recipes (Latin), which means accepting or welcoming the 
reader to the text. Terminologically, it is a science about the beauty of the 
reader's response to a literary work.  In general, reception can also be said as 
a study focusing on the reader’s role in responding, reacting, and 
welcoming a particular literary work. This aims at analyzing how the forms 
of response or the reader’s role as the consumer of literary work in 
determining the associated meaning and the values (Fathurrosyid 2016, 
221). Therefore, the reader's position becomes significant in determining 
the meaning and value of a literary work, in other words, the form of the 
text depends heavily on how the reader respond to the text to make it more 
meaningful (Iser 1978, 20). 

The Quran is also a relevant literary work as an object of reception 
studies. The meaning of reception of the Quran is a person reacting to the 
Quran by accepting, responding, utilizing or using it either as a text 
containing syntax arrangements or as a booked mushaf that has meaning or 
a set of loose words that have a specific meaning (Syamsuddin (ed.) 2012, 
73).  In essence, the Quran’s reception has a focus on the reader in 
constructing the meaning of the holybook as a literary work, then 
”internalizing” the Quran. The reception theory’s basic assumption is that 
each literary work has two areas of meaning, namely the meaning itself and 
its significance. 

Dailey said that social media is online content that is easily accessible. 
The important thing about this technology product is the shift in the way 
people know information and news (Suardi 2016, 83–84). Its existence can 
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build widespread faceless interaction. Its use is not only limited to 
communication but also for the media of da'wah, the dissemination of 
religious content and the Quran recitation. In the context of the Quran 
development, social media plays significant role (Watie 2016, 70). In other 
words, the spread of the Quran in social media is unlimited. We can find it 
in Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Line, Whatsapp, Telegram and Youtube, 
which are very accessible and fast. All come with their respective versions 
(Fauziah and Miski 2019, 127–28). 

One of the most popular social media nowadays is Instagram. 
Instagram makes the users easy to share photos, videos, and social 
networking services with their followers (Budiargo 2015, 48). Instagram was 
founded by Kevin Sysfrom and Mike Krieger in October 2010. The photos 
on Instagram tell the user’s current situation and are mementos to see in 
the future. Instagram users expect a response from their followers to 
comment and like the uploaded photos or videos. Judging by the type of 
social media, Instagram belongs to social media sharing, a site that allows  
users to store and share images, podcasts, and videos online (Nasrullah 
2016, 44). 

The large number of social media users makes the reception of the 
Quran very widespread. Take the example in Indonesia, people prefer to 
seek for the Quranic study from social media than from the ulama (scholars) 
directly (Lukman 2018, 99). It also explains Indonesians’ digital literacy 
efforts amid the lack of literacy awareness, as revealed by Lukman that social 
media helps to learn thoroughly on the broader realm (Lukman 2018). 

Social media provides the audiovisuals of the Quran. It contains 
social dimension and has become an alternative to Indonesian society in 
studying the Quran because it is more straightforward and suitable for its 
users (Hamdan and Miski 2019, 263). Social media is also a free-expression 
platform (Ahmadi, Hefni, and Mutrofin 2019, 86–87). On the other hand, 
social media defocus the facts that there are no more strict provisions on 
who should speak and teach about the Quran (Miski and Hamdan 2019, 
42).  

The Quranic content in social media can encourage its Muslim users 
to read the Quran everyday (Nisa 2018, 26–27). Unconsciously, social 
media has changed the religious practices of Muslims, mainly social media 
users. Muslims’ social interaction in online space changes since they can 
follow their favorite figures and can virtually communicate with them 
whenever (Slama 2018, 4–5). 
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The Role of Digital Media as a Reception Place for the Quran 
The role of digital media as a reception place, which in this case 

includes social media, at least starts from the dynamic development of the 
communication tradition among people in spoken form. Then, it grew into 
the written form until recently when several digital media appear (Nasrullah 
2018, 3–4). Digital media’s role, especially social media, has significant 
implications as a channel for expressing public’s culture (Nasrullah 2018, 
26). Therefore, in the era of cyberculture, the use of certain digital media 
has become a habit in society, and this may also be related to the practice of 
the Quran’s reception for the Islamic community in particular. 

Media is considered as the main place for society in obtaining 
religious information and others, including those related to the Quran, 
making its existence prominent. Public’s high interest in obtaining 
variousinformation through the media challenges some parties, especially in 
the context of Islamic da'wah, to be able to package religious content 
including the Quran creatively so that it attracts public’s interest. 
Furthermore, the media is also considered a strategic social pillar, so it has a 
central role in human life (Ishaq 2013, 144–46). It means that media 
utilization is an assurance, and these results in the appearance of the 
Quran’s reception through a certain number of media spaces. 

Digital media with many kinds and characteristics are relatively 
superior, that make it the right place for the Quran’s receptionsince it is in 
high demand nowadays. This variant of the Quran reception is easy to trace 
in the digital media space. Digital media’s capability has made the Quran 
accessible through several visual, audiovisual, and other contents, 
depending on the size of the digital media itself in accommodating the 
uploaded content. The large spread of interesting uploaded content has 
now enlarged the role of digital media. They provide space for the Quran’s 
reception expression by the Islamic community as the impact of the 
advanced technology. 

 
Instagram as a Quran Reception Room 

Social media plays essential role in building popularity in society, 
especially among youth as the target audience. Of all social media platforms, 
Instagram has a dominant role in popularizing public figures. One survey of 
e-markers showed that the audience of online-based digital video in 
Indonesia was relatively high, reaching approximately 77.3 million at the 
end of 2018. This number is predicted to increase every year. One of the 
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most-watched sources of video is Instagram, which is an online-based video 
and image sharing application (Penonton Video Digital Indonesia 
Diprediksi Mencapai 100 Juta Orang pada 2021 | Databoks n.d.).  

Since its release in 2010 to date, Instagram has a growing number of 
active users that does not have age limit. Photos and videos on Instagram 
become the contents that have many viewers as a sign that there is no 
privacy in social media. Many Islamic digital environments have made 
researchers choose different analytical topics. Thus, the selection of 
accounts in digital media is different among researchers depending on the 
interest and purpose (Bunt 2003, 7). Considering the analysis Bunt offered, 
the researcher selects some Instagram accounts that were deemed relevant, 
and contained issues related to the aesthetic reception of the Quran. 

In Indonesia, the content of everyday-life photos and videos related to 
the Quran gains attention. For example, one of ITB students who is also 
the imam of Salman Mosque in ITB named Muzammil Hasballah attracts 
3.6 millions followers. His contents are mostly the Quran murattal (one type 
of recitation). (Muzammil Hasballah (@muzammilhb), Instagram photos 
and videos n.d.). There is also @taqy_malik account which popularizes the 
Quran murattal among youth in social media. His account has around 2 
millions followers. In addition, both figures also shared their Quran 
reception and daily life on YouTube channel named Muzammil Hasballah 
with 1.56 millions subscribers (Muzammil Hasballah - YouTube n.d.) 
whereas Taqy Malik’s channel has 496 thousands subscribers (Taqy Malik - 
YouTube n.d.). While sharing their moment with the Quran, they also got 
many responses from its followers or viewers, thus providing indirect 
learning. Both accounts are relatively famous on social media with a variety 
of content that is always related to the Quran, also inspire those who watch 
it and enable interactionthrough social media. 

In the context of the aesthetic reception of the Quran, Instagram does 
not only serve videos. It also builds more interaction with their audience or 
followers. Which is useful to maintain their existence. This is in line with 
Bunt’s statement that the digital age has opened up a new space for the 
digitalcommunity to express their existence (Bunt 2009, 2). Researchers 
recorded other Instagram accounts (besides the two mentioned above) in 
which reception of the Quran showed significant response. There are 
@Boim and @bahanan93 each followed by around 433 thousands followers 
(Ibrohim Fadlannul Haq’s (@boim97) profile on Instagram, 299 posts n.d.) 
and 767k (Salim Bahanan (@bahanan93), Instagram photos and videos 
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n.d.). The number of followers owned by these accounts is relatively high 
compared to other Instagram users. 

Instagram is a photo and video sharing medium included in Social 
Networking Service (SNS). Therefore, images and captions are essential 
elements for building interactions with other Instagram users. In this 
context, each account does not just share the latest photo and video about 
general information on Instagram, but also post daily-life photos and 
videos. Each photo is usually followed by a caption about a verse quote 
from the Quran, or a persuasive sentence about reading or memorizing the 
Quran.  

Snapgram or InstaStory on Instagram is also a significant feature for 
those famous accounts to encourage their followers to keep reading the 
Quran. For example, in some InstaStory presentations, they show the 
murattal (recitation) of the Quran while driving a car. This gives a lesson to 
the followers that Muslim is obliged to read the Quran everywhere. 
Furthermore, they recite the Quran without looking at the text to implicitly 
encourage the viewers to memorize the Quran as well. Another example is 
the InstaStory aired every Friday which always contains a reminder of 
reading surah al-Kahf. The accounts use the term "al-Kahfi Reminder". 

The communication language used in these Instagram accounts is the 
one used by young generation which is easy to understand. This kind of 
thing makes the interaction among other Instagram users closer. In this 
context, those Instagram accounts have already showed the Quran’s 
reception for their followers to respond or learn. Therefore, Instagram 
becomes the relevant Quran’s reception room and is widely used by young 
people to share the aesthetics of the Quran. 

 
Instagram and the Transformation of the Community Reception Over 
the Quran 

The Quran is the best product of literature that has full of meaning. 
Because of its strong-energy content, when it is verbalized or non-verbalized, 
it positively influences its readers (Riyadi 2014, 47). The verbal or non-
verbal dimension practiced aesthetically by the reception actors, especially 
the Arab community as a first-generation for the Quran’s reception who is 
well-civilized with literature, were judged to be factual pioneers of the 
Quran’s reception that have been dynamic and exist. This proposition can 
at least be affirmed by looking at the study entitled The Aesthetic Reception of 
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the Quran as Reflected in Early Muslim History by Navid Kermani which found 
that Arab society and its literary culture were the starting point for the 
emergence of receptions for the Quran, especially aesthetically (J. Boullata 
(ed) 2000, 255–72). 

On the other hand, the historicity of the Quran’s revelation is also 
the reason for the dynamic reception of Muslims from time to time, exactly 
at the reception of philosophical or pragmatic spheres (Kamal 2015, 189–
91). The Quran, which comes as scripture with a piece of science that is 
part of its miracles, makes every human being curious to further 
comprehend it. So, this may be the cause for the Quran from time to time 
to never stagnate its reception practice. In general review, it is probably 
relevant to quote what Ahmad Rafiq noted regarding the purpose of the 
Quran reading, here considered as the background of the Quran’s 
reception. He mentions that reading the Quran will be considered as 
worship, instruction, and legitimacy tools (justification). Functionally, 
reading the Quran has a profane orientation (Mustaqim 2015, 42–43; Rafiq 
2004, 3–5). 

Beside the purpose of its reading, the reception of the Quran from 
time to time is also considered very closely related to the process and cycle 
of transmission and transformation. Fadlillah’s study at least highlights how 
strong the implications of the transmission-transformation dimension in 
the context of the Quran reception. It will be dynamic if there is continuity 
among reception actors from one generation to another in the realm of 
transmission-transformation based on the history of the Quran’s virtues. 
Therefore, there is a creative process in the Quran’s reception which results 
in the emergence of its practice both informatively and performatively 
(Fadlillah 2019, 127). The practice of the Quran’s reception related to its 
creative process on the next occasion is at least considered to be the cause 
of its practice in various spaces. It is then in line with the Quran’s jargon 
s}âlih} li kull zamân wa makân. 

 
Variations of the Quran Reception on Instagram 

The reception on Instagram is very varied. The visualization in the 
form of audio and video is the main point in Instagram. These variations 
are conceptualized into images displayed through a certain amount of 
digital media by their creators. The emergence of lots of visualization 
practices these days is inseparable from the trend of 'cyberculture' as a new 
culture that strongly relates between humans and the utilization of 
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technology in the sustainability of its social practices in virtual spaces, 
including social media. This visualization practice can at least be 
represented and seen through the emergence of very trendy memes in social 
media, Instagram in particular. The meme itself is a form of visualization 
consisting of images or illustrations and text, which appears as an 
expression of its creator in response to certain things (Nasrullah 2016, 114–
24). 

The form of the Quran’s reception on Instagram also includes the 
'Islami' meme, as Islamic values content with the Quran as one of the 
sources. The emergence of the Quran reception on Instagram through the 
practice of visualization is the function of social media itself as a medium to 
spread the religious teachings (da'wah) (Annazilli 2018, 28). One of ways to 
spread religious teachings is through visualization content such as pictures, 
depending on how the interest and trend at the moment (Wibowo 2019, 
342). This indicates that the appearance of the Quran reception in 
Instagram is inseparable from da'wah factor leading to the purpose of 
education and the expression of spirituality by various communities, 
especially millennials. 

The aesthetic of the Quran’s reception in Instagram can be easily 
found in several accounts which intentionally post Quran-themed contents 
in particular. The reception is presented in the form of memes containing 
educational content. It is, for example, shown in tah}sîn and tilâwah, which 
are aesthetically created to impress and appeal itsviewers or users. There is 
also visualization of the Quran Mushaf or snippet of verse/s decorated with 
text narration, pictures, and the like. What is more interesting from the 
Quran’s reception in Instagram is that they are aesthetically expressed since 
it is accepted by both users and connoisseurs of Instagram content (Rozaq 
2019, 208). 
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Picture 1 
Content of the Quran on Instagram 

 

 
 

 There are five language systems being the object of the Quran’s 
reception i.e., sound (font), word (morpheme), sentence (syntax), meaning 
(semantic), and function (pragmatic) (Rafiq 2018). The five objects undergo 
their reception process in terms of reception style, namely, exegesis, 
aesthetic, and functional receptions (Rafiq 2018). In this discussion, the 
object will be seen in aesthetic reception style. Some of the aesthetic 
reception variations of the Quran in Instagram are as follows: 
 
Murattal al-Qur’ân 

Another aesthetic reception of the Quran in Instagram can be seen 
from the phenomenon of reading the Quran by tartîl (murattal) that is the 
slow recitation with improvised sounds and rhythms in such a beautiful 
way. This can simply be considered as the art of reading the Quran and is 
commonly accepted by the majority in various spaces and times (Suryati 
2017, 48), including Instagram. In Instagram, the art of reading the Quran 
can be found through various uploaded video related to the practice of 
murattal al-Qur’ân recited by youths. Generally, the activities of reading the 
Quran aesthetically can be found offline and online through digital media, 
including SNS. The proof of fidelity expressed by beautifully reciting the 
Quran as a form of aesthetic reception can at least be seen from the 
phenomenon of reading the Quran on social media by several Qurrâ' (the 
Quran reciters) (Masrurin 2019, 190). 
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Picture 2 
Murattal content on Instagram 

 

 
  

Furthermore, in Instagram, the Quran’s aesthetic reception can be 
found on several accounts, say, @taqy_malik which has 2 millions followers 
(#JuraganSaffron (@taqy_malik),Instagram photos and videos n.d.); 
@muzammilhb which has 3.6 millions followers (Muzammil Hasballah 
(@muzammilhb), Instagram photos and videos n.d.); and other accounts 
such as @boim97 that has 433 thousands followers (Ibrohim Fadlannul 
Haq’s (@boim97) profile on Instagram, 299 posts n.d.) and @bahanan93 
with 767 thousands followers (Salim Bahanan (@bahanan93), Instagram 
photos and videos n.d.). These accounts have similar content for example 
the Quran’s aesthetic posts and their respective daily lives so that they can 
interact with the followers. In addition to direct searches of several relevant 
accounts, the Quran’s reception in the form of murattal (recitation style) can 
be discovered through hashtags on Instagram such as #murottalquran, 
#murotalquran, #tartil, and other similar themes. The high number of 
aesthetic receptions in the form of murattal al-Qur’ân is a result of the 
increasing interest on the art of reading/reciting the Quran or the so-called 
tilâwah al-Qur’ân. This is believed as the peak’s sign of sound art in Islam 
which contains several benefits (Suryati, Simatupang, and Ganap 2016, 68). 
It is also proven with many Islamic generation in Indonesia particularly, 
competing in creating content and uploading it to their Instagram account. 
Meanwhile, this phenomenon is not limited only to its creators as a 
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reception party, the uploaded content is also accepted by its loyal audiences 
which can be seen from the comments section on those accounts. 

The variants of murattal al-Qur’ân found in Instagram are not limited 
to content directly displaying the reciters or snippet of the Quran’s verses. 
There are also contents presenting visualized posts which were completed by 
beautiful recitation of murattal al-Qur’ân. Regardless, the idea of murattal 
here is considered as the forms of the Quran’s reception in aesthetics term. 
This fact shows that even if the Quran is derived in Arabic, the non-Arabic 
native speakers can still accept it by appreciating the beauty of the Quran. 
Moreover, one verse in Q.S. al-Muzzammil [73]: 4 contains the advice to 
read the Quran in tartîl (reciting with a slow measured rhythmic tones) 
(Matondang 2018, 6). 

 
Mujawwad al-Qur’ân 

Discussing about tilâwah al-Qur’ân, the aesthetic reception of the 
Quran is also included in the form of mujawwad (Qirâ'ah) i.e. reading and 
performing it beautifully or melismatis (ornamentation of melodies). This art 
of reading the Quran is commonly accepted by the society and is easy to 
find in various places and times, mainly at the event of Musabaqah Tilawatil 
Qur’an (MTQ) (Suryati, Simatupang, and Ganap 2016, 68–69). The 
emergence of the Quran’s aesthetic reception in the form of mujawwad is 
the result of connection between aesthetic and religious tradition in the 
society’s life. Another reason is because of the assumption that the Quran is 
a work containing the beauty and enthusiasm of people in appreciating 
their religion’s scripture (Jannah 2017, 93). So, it can be further explained 
that the aesthetic reception of the Quran in mujawwad style is exist because 
some people who give attention to the beauty side of the Quran. 

We can find the Quran recitation in mujawwad style in several 
Instagram accounts of qurrâ' (reciters) from Indonesia. They are the people 
who are well-experienced in the world of tilâwah al-Qur’ân and are 
considered professional. There are several pioneers of qurrâ' in Instagram 
such as @darwinqori, @salmandjiharkah_q.a, and @syamsurifir. These accounts 
belong to each individual and are privately managed. Besides those qurrâ’s 
accounts, there are also severalaccounts which usually re-post other 
contents, for example @sang_qori, @qori.channel, @qori.tv, and it is 
completed by using the hashtag #qori_qoriah_indonesia, 
#qori_qoriah_indonesia_hitz. Usually, the qurrâ’ record themselves reciting 
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several verses of the Quran in mujawwad style, then it will be uploaded to 
their accounts. They complete the post by writing the inspiring and relevant 
caption which, they think, will gain much attention from their followers. 
 

Picture 3 
Mujawwad content on Instagram 

 

 
  

Fundamentally, social media is dialogic, in the sense that it allows the 
reception exchanges through comments section (Masrurin 2019, 196) 
proving that there really is the Quran’s aesthetic reception in the Instagram 
space. As a response from the followers, they oftenimitate the reading style 
(mujawwad) of the qurrâ' and upload their own video version in each 
personal account. This responseindicates a pattern of continuity of the 
Quran’s aesthetic reception. Therefore, variation of the Quran’s aesthetic 
reception in Instagram is a result of da’wah effort to familiarize the art of 
the Quran using digital media, specifically cyber one (Nurhayati, Junaedi, 
and Sahliah 2019, 108). 

 
Verse Connect Feature  

Instagram's existence as a popular SNS is one medium in cyberculture 
or screen culture that connects subjects in virtual space. Instagram received 
an enthusiastic response from young people in particular. This proves that 
the exciting thing that happened in the 21st century was the phenomenon 
of re-identity by urban youth shown in their high passion in accepting the 
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digital communication revolution (Heryanto 2015, 1), including Instagram 
as a social media. The use of social media that is strongly related to the issue 
of identity is also included in the religious realm. Praxis-wise, the 
constructed identity is also related to the expression of righteousness shown 
through the uploaded visual content (Nasrullah 2011, 228). The use of 
Instagram which is oriented to show people’s piety turns it into one of new 
places to express the reception of the Quran, because virtuous side of 
people is revealed through their way of receiving the religious sources i.e. 
the Quran. 

Furthermore, Instagram as a new room for the Quran’s reception is 
an inevitable form of the relationship between the Quran considered as 
s}âlih} li kull zamân wa makân and digital media that can accommodate the 
creativity of its users in the creation of virtuous life. Instagram has 
significantly contributed to the religious realm, especially when it comes to 
the strength of its visibility so that the components of religious teachings 
will continue to exist in the ever-changing development of the times (Aulia 
2017, 139). In the context of globalization, the meeting between Islam and 
modernity has also created a relationship between the two concerning the 
realm of creativity in a highly dynamic, implicative, adaptive, and useful 
spectrum (Rozaki 2013, 210). 

 
Picture 4 

Verse Connect feature in Instagram 
 

 
  

Instagram, in this case, is a social media that gives its users the 
freedom to create exciting content and features that are relevant to what is 
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trendy and in demand, such as the Verse Connect feature. The feature is now 
a trend among Instagram users who are interested in the practice of reading 
the Quran. The users compete to upload the content of the feature as a 
form of self-expression. Moreover, the various forms of the feature are 
created due to the "competition" in developing similar features to appeal 
other users. Social media activities are successful if the narratives, icons, and 
symbolic representations resemble the components that dominate 
contemporary popular culture related to the consumptive realm (Lim 2017, 
47). Because social media is online basis, there will always be new produced 
things, so the old features sooner or later will be replaced by a new one. 
Only few of them can last longer (Imron 2019, 261–62). 

 
The Aesthetic Reception Factors of the Quran on Instagram  

The Quran is the word of God and is a sacred text, which is believed 
to be a holybook. The book, as God promised, will be protected directly by 
Allah mentioned in His words "We are the one who sent down the Quran, and 
we are the one who guards it" (Q.S. al-H {ijr [15]: 9). Muslims are also obliged to 
maintain the sanctity of the Quran by memorizing and reading the Quran. 
Thus, substantially and textually, the Quran will not damage and change, 
but as a written text, it enables people to have varied receptions. One of the 
Quran’s receptions is aesthetic reception.  

The Quran in Instagram was usually recited by public figures who 
show their own aesthetic reception. Talking about Instagram's use as social 
media, it goes hand in hand with the orientation and purpose of its user to 
understand the content correctly (Putra 2020, 19–20). One form of 
aesthetic reception is found through the uploaded content of videos, 
photos, and captions. Referring to Ahmad Rafiq, aesthetic reception is a 
process of acceptance using eyes and ears, art experience, and a taste of an 
object (in Syamsuddin (ed.) 2012, 73). The factors seen in these analyzed 
accounts refer to Ahmad Rafiq's theory based on the appearance of the 
reception. There are several factors related to the appearance of aesthetic 
reception of the Quran by observing individual accounts; they are: 
 
Normative Factors  

Taqy Malik and Muzammil Hasballah's Instagram accounts upload 
video and photo content about reading the Quran along with the caption 
of religious normative values, both in the form of evidence of the Quran, 
hadith, and the story of the companions. It shows that they are encouraged 
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to share religious evidence and upload the content revealing the Quran as 
the highest artistic value.  Mukti Ali argues that the Quran contains an 
extensive dimension and three of them are art, science and religion (in 
Handayana and Rezi 2018, 137). Therefore, the art and understanding of 
religion within the uploaded content in the mentioned account showed the 
Quran’s reception in such a way. 

If we learned about history, there was the Prophet’s companion 
reciting the Quran in a melodious and amazing voice such as Abû Mûsâ al-
Ash‘arî. The Prophet Muhammad was pleased to listen to his melodious 
recitation and told that his voice was blessed like the flute of the Prophet 
David (al-Nawâwî n.d., 84). This is because the sanctity of the Quran calls to 
virtue, not only does it relate to a certain meaning but also the beauty of the 
recitation. We can see that many Muslims show their aesthetic reception of 
the Quran either in spoken, written, and digital form in every chance and 
place they are in. This leads to the reception in the form of various 
recitations of the Quran so that its beauty will always be conveyed from 
time to time; and this also becomes the basis for those public figures to 
produce the online Quranic contents via Instagram. 

 
Picture 5 

Normative content and account owner’s caption in Instagram 
 

 
 

Instagram became one of popular applications and even almost every 
millennial person has the account. This is proven by various activities seen 
in Instagram. Instagram helps people interact easily and quickly with the 
help of visualized content such as photos, videos, etc. It has become an 
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opportunity to widely and quickly spread the knowledge about the Quran. 
Moreover, people share the Quran’s beauty by posting contents of recitation 
which are touching for its listeners/viewers. Looking at the amount of 
audiences, this proves that Indonesian society needs these kinds of 
contents. 

 
Historical Factors  

A beautiful recitation of the Quran in Instagram should be discussed 
along with other recitations from the very long time ago. With the 
development of the aforementioned social media, the beautiful recitation is 
widely spread. The content of the Quran recitation even becomes popular 
online. 

Art wise, the beauty of reading is called nagam, which means the 
shaking of the entire joint in the body due to the touched heart (Ibn 
Manz }ûr 1994, 4491). Nagam can also be said as a process that produces 
beauty. It is also mentioned as a song or melody supporting the beauty of 
reading, in this case is the Quran (Nelson 2001, 64). It was initially only to 
embellish the reading of the Quran, unlike other cultural arts. Nagam is also 
considered as a technique of processing sound (al-Faruqi and al-Faruqi 
2000, 491). Processing the sound beautifully gives comfort to the person 
who listens to it as well as convenient feeling in a person’s heart. This is the 
thing which makes nagam develop along with the ever changing time. 

The Arab society considers Nagam to be derived from Maqâmât al-
‘Arabiyah which is always evolving (Masrurin 2019, 190). In Indonesia, 
maqam is translated as an Arabic melody related to the development of 
Arabic music art (Touma 1971). Arafat gives simple explanation by 
analogizing maqam as a well with water discharge as its nagam; variations and 
techniques are considered as process for obtaining water from the well 
(Arafat 2013, 21). Thus, the beauty of the Quran’s recitation is the evolving 
variation following the changing taste, time, and trend. 
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Picture 6  
Historical content and account owner’s caption in Instagram 

 

 
 

Data revealing the history side of the Quran’s aesthetic reception is 
not that much. In general, it can be described as what has been explained 
by Ibn Manz }ûr in Masrurin’s work; first, the chants of infidel slaves who 
were imprisoned in a war against Muslims; second, nagam comes from the 
Arab ancestors’ singing used to beautify the Quran’s recitation (Masrurin 
2019, 191). In addition, the Quran is taught orally and as the time goes by, 
the aesthetic reception is expanded to digital media or social media, 
including Instagram providing interactive features that make the Quran’s 
teachers use it to get a response. This is eventually an effective way to 
preserve the beauty of the Quran. The different variants and ways attract 
and ease those who want to deepen their knowledge about the Quran 
anytime. 

Those accounts posting the Quran’s aesthetic reception follow the 
development of the Quran recitation so that their account also record the 
history seen through their content. This historical side makes these 
contents interesting because it provides historical lesson to other Instagram 
users. 
 
Social Factors  

Instagram is not only medium to present content through videos and 
photos, but also as a space to interact with other fellow Instagram users. 
This is done by accounts that provide the aesthetic reception of the Quran. 
Through those contents, they show theirtalent and expertise in reading the 
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Quran to the followers and provide the chance to learning together, 
reminding each other, etc. 

Social media give significant influence on artists in Indonesia who 
focus on the Quran, as recorded in the data and activities of both 
individual and communities on social media; and Instagram is the most 
preferable. The expressions contained in people’s comments reveal various 
forms of aesthetic reception. Each account has its characteristics, so do the 
followers responding in the comment section. The response completes the 
two-way interaction both in the comment section and in a live broadcast. 
This shows that Instagram makes the users easier to read the Quran 
whereever and whenever. Interactions through Instagram are considered 
significant because they include a wide range, making it easier to interact 
with multiple people in unlimited time and place. No wonder does people 
nowadays access and search for Quran-related content in Instagram. They 
fulfill their need of Quranic content by visiting several popular accounts 
which have aesthetically pleasing contents. 

The aesthetic reception of the Quran is the way to show the existence 
of the Quran itself. Every Muslim has their responsibility upon the holy 
book that he believes in, namely the Quran as a part of individual life that 
plays essential role in the social environment. The attitude and behaviour of 
people in reading the Quran on Instagram both murattal and mujawwad are 
part of the effort in establishing the existence of the Quran in social media 
space. A man who has a good voice reciting the Quran is obliged to share it 
with others so that people will get inspiration through the content. 
Instagram is used to disseminate the beauty of the Quran’s recitation. The 
response and comments of people related also give the desire to learn and 
share about the Quran. 
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Picture 7 
Social Content and Account owner’s caption in Instagram 

 

 
 

In some ways, there are some people who look narcissistic in 
uploading the Quran’s recitation in Instagram. It is nevertheless not 
considered as narcissistic in general, since it is still a good thing. Religion 
does not prohibit the narcissistic behaviour but forbids riya (show off). 
People uploading their Quran recitation on Instagram aim at self-
evaluation, which results in getting some corrections and comments from 
followers. This kind of interaction makes Instagram as a medium for 
improving the quality of reading. However, it also has a single authority site 
that allows its user to freely express them without any pressure. Hence, 
Instagram users have the authority to use their own space with various 
motives. 

 
Between the Reception of the Quran and Religious Commodification 

The existence of qâri’s (reciter) accounts on Instagram does not only 
bring the aesthetic reception practice of the Quran into the culture of 
young people. More importantly, the accounts have brought traditional 
religious practices mixed with spiritual and political economy nuances. The 
Quran’s reception done by the young qâri’ attracts public’s attention that 
results ingaining popularity. This fame gives legitimacy to the religious 
authority of these accounts and also boosts strong economy. 

The Instagram account of young qâri’ is used as a medium of da'wah 
by posting Quranic-related content targeting young audiences. Besides, the 
accounts also build internal market community. There are also political 
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economic activities within the practicesincethey have the potential benefit 
through Instagram endorse system in collaboration with several brands that 
need promotion. 

 
Picture 8  

Religious Commodification Content on Instagram 
 

 
  

Taqy Malik himself has several businesses in various fields. All brands 
use his own names such as @QuranQube, a digital speaker media containing 
a collection of murattal al-Qur’ân recited by him. In the culinary field, he 
made @Taqychan.banana and @Taqychan.sambal; @taqychan.hijab in fashion 
field and @taqychantravel in the field of tour, travel, and tourism. All of 
them have their own Instagram accounts and are listed in taqy malik's 
Instagram account biography (I. L. Jannah 2020, 92). 

Salim Bahanan also has several brands that are named after him. 
Among them is an Instagram online store called @bhnstore, which sells a 
variety of urban fabrics and fashions. Another is @brotherman_parfum that 
are traded men’s perfumes online. Similarly, Boim has a t-shirt business 
which has quotes of Islamic content. Unlike Salim and Taqy, he does not 
name his brand with his own name, for example@iandm.co, his fashion 
product. He describes his efforts as da'wah in the field of youth fashion (I. L. 
Jannah 2020, 93). 

It is widely known that Instagram is not only a medium for posting 
daily photos and videos but also a digital market with many economic 
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transactions. Research conducted by Google and Temasek shows the value 
of online media transactions in Indonesia in 2028 will reach USD 2.7 
Billion. One of the online markets is Instagram (transaksi Media Online 
Asia Tenggara Mencapai US$ 11,4 Miliar pada 2018 | Databoks n.d.). This 
kind transaction has replaced face-to-face transaction. Online media with 
no face-to-face and no history of personal introduction is preferably done 
because digital world has significantly increased. So, achieving digital 
identity is needed, for the private sector and government (Sullivan 2018, 
724). 
 
Conclusion 

Social media, including Instagram, which in reality is a space for 
interaction between society and the Quran, has shown the emergence of a 
reception practice. The Quran’s aesthetic reception on Instagram is in the 
form of visualizations such as verse continuation feature and the practice of 
reading the Quran. This appearance is due to normative, historical, and 
social factors. Instagram modified the public reception of the Quran 
through various facilities and features. Young people initiated the 
appearance of an aesthetic reception of the Quran in this Instagram space 
as its primary users. Instagram became a new space for the Quran’s 
receptions due to the high enthusiast of young people to express 
themselves, especially about showing their virtuous side and da'wah 
activities. It also raises economic commodities among Instagram public 
figures. 

This study has at least revealed how dynamic the practice of the 
Quran’s reception is in society shown in both real and virtual spaces. The 
results of this study are considered to have a significance about the 
discourse of Digital Qur'anic Studies, which is still lacking in attention. 
This kind of study has yet done by researchers, so it is still possible to do 
further study in the Quran’s themes seen in social media (Instagram in 
particular), visualized Quranic verses that are in high demand, and in terms 
of mediatization aspect. 
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